
 
 

Looking For a Green and Tasteful Corporate Gift? Try Our Personalised Wooden Keyrings! 

Looking for the ideal promotional product or corporate gift often hides more pitfalls than you would 

expect. First of all, it has to respond to certain requirements. It has to be useful, practical, attractive and 

long-lasting. Plus, it must be original and representative of the business. It has to say something about 

who is giving it away. This is the only way to bring the audience closer to the company.  

There are various strategies used to choose a corporate gift. You can focus on the look and start from the 

final aesthetic result that you want to achieve. You will then choose the best item for the customisation 

that you have in mind. Alternatively, you can give more importance to usefulness and opt for an accessory 

that customers will not be able to do 

without. Another option is to leave room 

for imagination and create an original gift 

that attracts everyone's attention. Or you 

can go in the opposite direction and 

customise a classic promotional product 

that ensures greatest success.  

There is, however, one last possibility which 

allows you to achieve all these goals. You 

start from one of the most classic corporate 

gifts and look for an alternative version. 

Personalised keyrings are perfect. Besides 

being one of the most coveted promotional 

products ever, there is a huge variety of them. Personalised keyring torches and personalised bottle opener 

keyrings are just two examples. Each of them performs an additional function to the typical – and very 

useful – one of the standard model. And what if you prefer simple corporate gifts? Even in this case, you can 

find what is right for you among these items. All you have to do is to choose the material. Among the options, 

you will have personalised wooden keyrings. They are natural and linear. Besides, they are very effective 

from the point of view both of communication and aesthetic performance. 

Personalised Wooden Keyrings: The Value of The Most Elegant Natural Material 

Wood is increasingly in vogue among the types of materials used in making corporate gifts. Just like all eco-

friendly materials, which respond to the ever-increasing need to live with awareness. Personalised 

wooden keyrings are sustainable promotional products. They combine everyday usefulness with a greater 

goal, that of saving the planet.  

Corporate gifts of this type have an extraordinary success. Besides being in line with new trends, they 

convey important values. They bring the public closer to a sustainable lifestyle. It is amazing how much 

a little accessory can affect our mindset. We see it with other items, too, such as promotional cork 

keyrings. It is a power worth exploiting, not least because it will put your company in excellent light. 

Especially because personalised wooden keyrings look flawless.  

Green & Cool: How to Make Personalised Wooden Keyrings More Precious 

One of the advantages of wood is its appearance. Used since the dawn of time to build houses and tools 

of all kinds, it has been gradually replaced with other materials. However, it has never lost his prestigious 

position. It is safe, resistant and natural. It brings us back to a homelike dimension, one which is cosy 

https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings/personalised-keyring-torches
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings/personalised-bottle-opener-keyrings
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings/personalised-bottle-opener-keyrings
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings/personalized-cork-keychains
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings/personalized-cork-keychains


 
 

and warm. It is no coincidence that it is the most popular material for Christmas items. With personalised 

wooden keyrings, you can count on an aesthetic performance that makes the customer feel at home.  

At the same time, they can become precious objects with an exquisite look. Just like personalised wooden 

pens and personalised wooden chopping boards. There is a trick to turning them into small jewels. It is 

simple and within everyone's reach. It is a detail that can be decisive in the way your corporate gift will be 

welcomed by those who receive it. It will give a fine and elegant vibe to your gift, making it chic while 

keeping it familiar. Are you ready for the secret? It is to create engraved wooden keyrings.  

This technique will reproduce all the details of your logo and name with the greatest accuracy. As it is not 

suitable for colours, it will leave the tone of the corporate gift neutral. So, it will highlighting the natural 

colour of the wood. The final effect will be not only natural, but of great class, too. These two qualities do 

not make your wooden keyrings too 

highfalutin, but do not give up a touch of 

good taste and elegance either. The 

precision of the print and the excellent 

workmanship of the corporate gift will 

show exceptional quality. They will not 

fail to make a lasting and superlative 

advertising to your brand.  

Personalised Wooden Keyrings: Special 

Models  

As with all promotional products, there 

are different types, simple and particular. 

So, we find wooden keyrings that serve as 

mobile holders, too. These are at the same time technological and natural corporate gifts. The combination 

of two seemingly conflicting qualities has a good chance of turning out to be a winning weapon. Custom 

green gadgets allow us to live without giving up progress. They do so by keeping an eye on the 

environment at the same time. Perhaps this is the new frontier of technology – finding innovative 

solutions to respect nature. With a personalised wooden keyring of this type, you can play your part in 

spreading this new vision.  

We then find wall models. They can shift your customers' attention to your logo every time they come back 

home. Kind of like personalised wall clocks. This wooden house keyring is fixed, so it cannot go with your 

audience everywhere. However, it is an original gift with a significant promotional impact. Although it is 

not in everyone's homes, it is very useful. Exactly this is the quality on which to leverage. Its unexpected 

comfort will gain wide consensus and raise surprise. Your customers will be encouraged to turn to you 

again, expecting to be amazed once more.  

Finally, we have the creative wooden keychain. This is made of birch wood and is entirely customisable. 

This model is ideal for those who aspire to a creative result and to give the highest emphasis to imagination. 

Or for those who prefer colourful corporate gifts with the tones of the company or event at which they are 

given away. Some of the keyrings in this category are made of bamboo, a natural and fully green material. 

Bamboo is increasingly used in the world of promotional products, such as in the creation of branded 

bamboo pens. It is very similar to wood, not least as for the look. 

https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings/wooden-keyrings
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings/wooden-keyrings
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/kitchen-accessories/cutting-boards
https://www.higift.eu/green/custom-eco-friendly-gadgets
https://www.higift.eu/green/custom-eco-friendly-gadgets
https://www.higift.eu/technology-mobile/clocks-watches/wall-clocks
https://www.higift.eu/writing/personalized-pens/custom-bamboo-pens
https://www.higift.eu/writing/personalized-pens/custom-bamboo-pens


 
 

Who And When? Gift Ideas for Personalised Wooden Keyrings 

Considering the low cost, usefulness and look of personalised wooden keyrings, they are suitable for any 

sector. Personalised keyrings are among the most popular corporate gifts because they are versatile. 

Wooden versions are no less. However, in some cases they are particularly appropriate. For instance, they 

can be great personalised Christmas items, given the material they are made of. This makes them perfect 

for holiday giveaways, whether they are for customers or corporate gifts for employees. Aside from the 

period, personalised wooden keyrings are 

a must-have for some activities.  

Personalised Wooden Keyrings: Find Out If 

Your Business Cannot Do Without These 

Corporate Gifts! 

Are you wondering if you should 

customise wooden keyrings for your 

brand? As we said, these corporate gifts 

are good for any activity and are never a 

failure. They have all the features of a good 

promotional product. Plus, they are eco-

friendly. But if you want to remove any 

doubt, there are at least two businesses 

that cannot do without these small, but exceptional personalised corporate gifts. In particular: 

- Hotels. They can use them to give room keys to guests. Creating engraved wooden keyrings always 

pays off. The result will be of great class and outstanding quality. Engraved wooden keyrings 

are the business card of the hotel. They will be with the customers throughout their stay.  

- The real estate agencies. They can give their customers a wooden house keyring with their logo. 

It is a perfect corporate gift to give when the sales contract is signed. With it, you will be close to 

the buyers even after the end of the negotiation.  

Remember, however, that personalised wooden keyrings can become special promotional products for 

anyone. From companies to shops, from large to small businesses – everyone can imprint their logo on 

these small accessories. And, in any case, they will benefit from the great impact they will have on the 

public.  

https://www.higift.eu/themes/christmas

